
On an overcrowded 4/5 
train which was im-
possible to get on in 
the first place, I tried 

to transfer to the 6 train across 
the platform and no one would 
move or get out to let me off – if 
you move to let someone off, you 
might not get back on. I pushed 
my way through and then some-
one shoved me off the train onto 
the platform. I fell and broke my 
fibula. ~ Sandra Y. Manhattan
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For far too long, the transit needs of the Manhattanites have gone unanswered. 

M6 buses averaged 3.1 mph 
in 2015 due to heavy congestion

M101/102/103 & M1 
arrived LATE 37% of the time

Unfortunately, Sandra’s Manhattan story is not unique. 

6 subway line ranked 3rd 
worst for “chance of getting a seat” in 
2014

But things are about to 
get moving.

For the first time in history, 
transit decisions are coming to 
a neighborhood near you ...

 - New ferries between MH, BX & QU
 - Funding for Phase II of 2nd Avenue Subway
 - Expanding the BK Bridge bike & pedestrian lanes
 - New Crosstown & N/S Select Bus routes
 

With $15-20  million going to each 
Community District, everybody gets 
something under the Move NY Fair 
Plan. That means your elevators will 
be fixed, bike lanes improved, and 
bus shelters erected.

Move NY’s $4.5 billion Transit Gap Investment Fund will 
enable elected officials to work with agencies to improve 
and/or expand service where needed most.

15-20% improvement in 
travel speeds south of 

Central Park; 6% 
improvement on approaches

Avg. 14% increase in 
cab availability south of 

96th Street



For far too long, some NYC drivers have been paying 
through the nose on tolls, while others are getting a free 

ride to the most transit-rich parts of the city. 

Generates more than $1.3 
billion every year -- that’s over 
$12 billion when bonded -- to 
make the transit improvements 
New York City desperately 
needs. 

And with a seat at the table, 
New Yorkers can make sure 
the new revenue goes directly 
to transportation improvements 
they need most.  
 

With Move NY come 
historic firsts ... 

a dedicated revenue stream 
for roads and bridges

&
a Transit Gap Investment Fund 
managed by the people and 

their representatives.

PayGo (per year) Bonded ($860M per year)
$300M to East River Bridge M&R $7.3B to MTA Capital Plan
$75M to NYC roads & bridges M&R $3.5B Transit Gap Investment Fund
$110M fare discounts to underserved areas $1B NYC Community District Fund
$860M to bonding for transit $700M MTA Suburban County Fund

Total: $1.345  Billion Total: $12.5 Billion iHeartMoveNY.org

equal to Brooklyn Battery & Queens-Midtown 
Tunnels on East River Bridges & 60th Street crossings; all 
licensed commercial vehicles capped at 1 RT/day

by up to 48% on Triboro, Whitestone, Throgs 
Neck, Verrazano, Gil Hodges, Cross-Bay, & Henry Hudson

within Manhattan taxi zone; all FHVs exempt from 
business district tolling

Reduces
tolls 
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Applies
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